GEAR
T-Pro Armour through
Blue Streak Racing

I cannot talk enough about protective gear, especially when it
comes to the worlds of off-road and street bike riding. I have been
testing out a high-quality body armour suit called the Extreme Harness Adventure made by Tpro Forcefield Armour and distributed by
Blue Streak Racing. This full-body armour is very comfortable and
comes with a chest and back piece with a kidney belt attached, removable shoulder plates and removable elbow pads. The nice thing
about this armour is that there is no mesh holding it together, which
makes it a lot lighter, less restrictive and it is also breathable, which
is key in a sport like motocross or trail riding.
The shoulder and elbow attachments are connected to the chest
piece by two layers of Velcro for security. There are absolutely no
hard buckles, fasteners or studs holding this armour together, which
makes it completely adjustable to fit you perfectly. This Extreme Harness is made of nitrex, which allows the armour to be flexible and
form to your body shape. Nitrex is a high-tech shock-absorbing material that is combined with thick and lightweight layers of nitrile to
disperse the force of the impact over the entire surface area, instead
of one single area. I am sure that most of you have found that plastic
chest protectors end up breaking over time and after multiple impacts either from the ground, the gear bag you shove it into, or just
from getting nailed in the chest by a few rocks. This Tpro Armour is
made up of Repeat Performance Technology, which allows multiple

hard impacts without destroying the
product or bringing
the life quality of
the product down.
I got the chance
to get out on a
street bike the
other day and decided to test out
how my body armour would feel.
Surprisingly it was
more comfortable
than even wearing
a Tec-style street
jacket because of
how it moulded to
my body shape
after the first 20
minutes or so. This
product is very high
end but it is totally worth the buy, so check them out online at
bluestreakracing.ca and have a look for yourself at all the different
models they have within Tpro Armour.
Reviewed by Amber Giroux

The new Giant Loop MoJavi

The minimalist daytripper of the line for dirt bikes, supermoto and dualsport motorcycles - designed to carry just the essentials for single-day trips
and trail rides.
Take a load off! Improve your endurance and comfort by taking the
weight out of your backpack and putting it on your motorcycle with the new
MoJavi™ Saddlebag by Giant Loop™. Specifically designed to carry just
the essentials needed for a day trip or trail ride, the MoJavi Saddlebag is
the slim, trim bag with 10.5 litres of space for inner tubes, tools, fluids and
other save a ride necessities. Straps on. Stays on. No matter what.
Designed and sewn in the USA and made from the same tough, waterproof “trucker’s tarp” material and water-resistant YKK zippers as the rest of
the line, riders can travel lighter and faster with Giant Loop, the only saddle
bag system that wraps the bike in a continuous biomorphic shape, requiring no sub-frame modifications, racks or braces.
The Giant Loop line of lightweight, high performance motorcycle soft luggage also includes the Great Basin Saddlebag (50 litres), the
Coyote Saddlebag (30 litres) and the Fandango Tank Bag (10 litres).
Visit www.motooverland.com for details.

Moto Overland expands its range

New from Moto Overland (MOD for short) for the F800/F650 GS is a revised skid plate and a
new top rack. MOD is all about innovative, rugged and Canadian made parts for Dual-Sport
and Adventure motorcycles.
The new V2 Skid Plate carries on the comprehensive protection of the original, and makes it
compatible with a wide variety of the top engine bars on the market. Built in BC with 4mm thick
aluminum and CNC machined engine bracket and mounts it protects the oil filter, oil cooler, exhaust headers and catalytic converter and also offers an unobstructed profile underneath to
make it easier to get over obstacles. There is also an optional weather resistant lockable tool
box that can mount to the skid plate.
The Top Rack is truly unique and has more innovative features and versatility than any other
on the market. With two positions for fore and aft adjustability, a “keyhole” easy release design,
top box compatibility and multiple Rotopax fuel container configurations it covers all the bases.
Tested and manufactured in BC these parts are ready for anything that the world can throw
at them.
Visit www.motooverland for details and look for more cutting edge Dual-Sport and Adventure
motorcycle parts to come from MOD soon.
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